Something OLD, Something NEW, Something BORROWED, and Something TRUE

10th Annual Assessment Conference – Texas A & M University
The Courtship....

- Student Teachers and Supervising Teachers/University Supervisors
- Instructional Leadership Interns and Mentors/University Supervisors
- Ongoing Relationships and Field-Embedded Experiences

AND

The Journey Begins....
Something OLD...

- Antiquated Procedures
- Three-ring Binders
- Paper/Pencil Artifacts
- Paper/Pencil Assessments
- Limited Use of Technology
- Limited Understanding of Standards
Something NEW...

- Cutting Edge Procedures
- Electronic Portfolios vs. Multiple Binders
- Submission and Assessment of Artifacts through Technology
- Extensive Use of Technology
- Comprehensive Understanding of Standards
Something BORROWED....

- Inter-/Intra-Department Collaboration
- University to University Collaboration
- Professor/Student Collaboration
- Student/Employer Collaboration
Something TRUE...

- Real World/Authentic Assessment
- Authentic Artifacts connected to Standards
- Authentic Standards Based Assessment
- Continuous Feedback
- 21st Century Technology Skills Usage
The Partnership...

- **Use of LiveText**
  - Forms
  - Surveys
  - Electronic Evaluations
  - Anonymous and Honest Feedback

AND

We Continue Happily Ever After...